According to the largeness of the workpieces in several industrial environments, a great number of industrial robots is placed on external track motions, so called 7 th axes, as for automotive or aircraft industries. Flexible automation today requires absolute high accuracy. For example modern robotics deals with offline programming, copying programs between similar working cells, reflecting programs or image processing for 3D-pose estimation. All these tasks need absolute high accuracy and in fact, there have been many investigations for increasing the accuracy of single robots in the past few years. In contrast to that the use of track motions will dramatically increase the position error and badly influence the static behaviour of the robot system. The main reasons for these additional errors are the incorrect identification of the main track direction and furthermore, very crucial, the non-linearities of the TCP (Tool Center Point) during the robots motion on the track. This article will introduce a new method of identification and mathematical integration of linear tracks. At first we present the method for measuring and generating profiles of single tracks by making use of the discrete fourier transformation (DFT) and cubic spline interpolation. Then a method for recalculating offline generated programs for real environments is presented, followed by a method for copying programs taking two profiles of track motions into consideration. Finally some measurement results are shown.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing demands on the flexible automation, e.g. offline programming of robot motions or the application of more and more complex tasks like sealing of carbodies, require robot systems with absolute high accuracies. In the past there was done a lot of research work and investigations to increase the accuracy of robots by an individual identification (Denavit and Hartenberg, 1955) , (Maas, 1997) of internal parameters, so that robots with a high accuracy option are available (Nitschke, 2002) . From the experience the inaccuracy of these robots is almost less than 1 mm.
In many cases of the automotive industry, the robot's workspace is extended by external track motions which deteriorates the accuracy of the system in a significant manner about several millimetres or more. This alarming fact is not compatible to the demands on the flexible automation at all and additionally is neglected by scientists and robot manufactorers as well.
Offline programming, copying or reflecting programs or 3D pose estimation requires a coordination of the track and the robot motion, that means an integration into the robots coordinate system. The methods of measurement, identification and mathematical integration of track motions are shown exemplary for an ABB robot. Similar computations for other types of robots, e.g. KUKA or FANUC, are possible as well. Figure 1 will give you an overview of the important robot coordinate systems.
The alignment frame, as shown in figure 1, provides the connection of the track motion to the robot. The ABB controller is computing the main track direction from a frame containing quaternions (Convay and Smith, 2003) , which indicates the rotation from the robot's world frame to the track. It is obvious, that the similar parameters for the track integration have to be worked out for each type of robot, e.g. KUKA, COMAU or FANUC. It is an essential knowledge, that any type of controller unit is modelling tracks as straight lines, where the incorrect identification of the main track direction and -very crucial -the non-linearities of the robot's TCP during a motion on the track, the so called robot's twist, are not taken into consideration. The offline generated robot motions, the actual positions, are related to the workpiece, which is provided by the so called workobject (WO-U-and -O-FRAME) of the robot controller interface.
IDENTIFICATION OF TRACK MOTIONS
For the identification of track motions we make use of a mobile coordinate measurement device, e.g. a laser tracker. Due to the computation of the robot's behaviour under motion on the track, it is aimed to identify the robot's coordinate system at n positions. For that, first the optimal number of positions is to be found by the spectral analysis (Press et al., 1989 ) of a fine scanned motion.
Fine scanning
For the evaluation of the optimal number of positions where a frame identification is necessary, a single high resolution scan of the robots TCP during a motion on a straight line with constant joint configuration, that means movement only by the track, is generated. The movement is carried out with low and constant velocity V and the scan mode is switched on high resolution and discrete in time (sampling interval: dt).
Assuming that one axis of the measurement frame points in the direction of the expected line, the sum of the 3D coordinates x k , y k and z k contains the command function -a ramp function s k -plus the non linear twist motion, which is of interest. After the elimination of the ramp function, the Fourier transform of the h k 's contains the spectrum of the non-linearities of the track:
and
follows
where the x k , y k and z k are the 3D scan of the TCP (see figure 2 ). The DFT becomes
follows that
From eq.5 it is obvious that the frequency is of the unit mm −1 . Figure 3 gives an example about a spectrum taken from a typical arrangement.
If a detection of errors greater than 0.5 mm is required, it is obvious by the sampling theorem that it is essential to identify the robot coordinate frame each 100 mm (= 1/(2 · 0.005mm −1 )). 
Generation of track profiles
Once the sampling rate is known, it is possible to generate the continuous of the non-linear robot behaviour. At first the robot's coordinate frame is identified at n positions on the track. The measurements are done using the same set up points at each position. That means the robot is taken as a rigid body, because of it's high repeatability. Figure 4 shows the relations if the workpiece, to which the offline generated programs are related to, is already identified. The results are n transformations where the six dimensions of freedom are implicitly dependent on the value of the track:
For the computation of a continuous description, we make use of the cubic spline interpolation procedure (Dautray, 2000) , which connects the discrete pairs of varieties (α i , l i ), (β i , l i ), etc. to smooth and also smooth in the first derivative functions, so that the continuous form becomes:
Note, that these are the relations where the track is not coordinated to the robot motion. For a connection to the robot base, the axis transformation, which is dependent on the value l of the robot's position on the track as well, is computed by:
where I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and Ax Dir is the controller owned normalised axis direction (which has to be worked out individually belonging to the type of robot). From eq.8 and 9 the workobject frame W O(l) becomes:
which is shown in figure 5. 
MODIFICATION OF ROBOT PROGRAMS
The modification of robot programs has to be divided into two parts. The first case is copying offline generated motions to a real profile, whereas the second is copying programs between similar working cells taking both -the master and the slave -profile into consideration.
Modulation of offline generated robot programs
In figure 6 you can see the robot's behaviour under a motion on it's 7 th axis. Note that the predefined controller owned workobject is WO1 which is valid for the robot position RobPos1 without moving on the track. But under robot motion and it's twist it points from the position RobPos n to the dashed workpiece which of course is not there.
From the splined workobject and the actual value on the track we know all relations, so as a consequence the corrected workframe becomes: The example shown in figure 7 illustrates the modifications to the motion commands in the robot language RAPID, which is characteristic for ABB robots. The motion commands are always related to the coordinate system of the workpiece and the orientation of the tool is -a speciality of ABB robots -expressed in quaternion notation. The value on the track has to be given explicitly for each robot motion, because of the overdetermination of the inverse problem when using a 7 th axis -that means for sure an additional degree of freedom. The choice of the predefined workobject is individually possible for any command.
So-what the proposed procedure does is just to replace the motion commands -translation and orientation -with the corrected ones. That means that the corresponding software tools won't change the structure of the robot file. It will be a kind of artificial post teaching of robot programs.
Copying programs between similar robot systems
From chapter 3.1 we are able to modify offline generated robot files with the behaviour of the real robot and due to that, create accuracies for the robot systems, which are rather identical to those of single robots.
But what is to be done if two track motions are of interest in the case of copying programs from one station to another? The solution is the computation of so called quasi offline programs under consideration of the track from which the programs should be copied. That means: compute the inverse of the described method as illustrated in figure 8. Now the defined or teached workframes T def of the robot master are known which have to be recalculated into an ideal perpendicular offline world (T of f line ):
These quasi offline generated programs from the robot master profile can be taken as the input files for the method described in chapter 3.1 to create the converted motions for the slave system. Figure 9 illustrates the results of a test program containing 12 work frames. The blue columns show the errors of the conventional robot system whereas the red ones show the errors of the modified workframes. 
RESULTS

CONCLUSION
As a conclusion we want to emphasise the compensation of errors caused by external track motions. That means the
• accuracy of the robot system is nearly identical to that of the single robot.
• the worst case for the inaccuracy of copied programs is the doubled inaccuracy of one single robot.
A future prospect will be the implementation into the robot control, that means including the measured splines directly into the position control of the robot as an option for high accurate robots. A further step will be the implementation into continuous path motions.
